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South Africa - Weather
The main coarse grain and oilseed production areas in South Africa will see a good mix of rain and
sunshine this week. Most locations will receive enough rain to support crops, but the precipitation
may be a little erratic and light at times limiting its benefit. Crop development conditions will remain
favorable in most locations, though portions of Free State and neighboring areas may still have a
slight shortage of moisture into next week. Crop prospects remain good in much of the country.
Western Cape’s winter wheat areas will not receive much rain this week and late-season harvesting
will advance swiftly. The wheat areas in Free State, North West, and Northern Cape may otherwise
see late-season harvesting advance slowly during the periods of rain.
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: The Midwest will see two significant storm systems from Tuesday through Friday
before a quiet weather pattern occurs this weekend through early next week with another two
storm systems impacting the region during the Jan. 6-9 period.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta and the Southeast will see periods of wet weather
Wednesday through Friday and Jan. 6-10 with dry weather most common during the remainder of
the period through Jan. 11.
o Today into Tuesday will be mostly dry before rain increases Wednesday into Friday.
areas in the Delta and the Southeast see totals range from 0.40-2.0” and locally more with a few
pockets of lighter rain.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Rain through Friday and soil moisture in place today should be adequate in maintaining crop
conditions in most areas with exceptions in Bahia and northeastern Minas Gerais where stress to
crops should increase as little to no rain is expected and the soil is already dry. Northern Brazil will
see a welcome increase in rain starting Saturday that will continue into January 11 and most areas
should see gains in soil moisture and improvements in crop conditions, including the driest areas in
and near Bahia.
ARGENTINA: Much of Argentina is not likely to receive enough rain during the next two weeks to
prevent rising levels of crop stress in many areas and crops that are planted during the next two
weeks are not likely to become established without an increase in rain.
o Much of the country will receive rain by Wednesday, but with warm to hot temperatures and little
to no follow-up rain in most areas Thursday into at least the middle of next week, the moisture will
quickly be lost to evaporation.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Rounds of light showers will continue over most of the European Continent this week. Some greater moisture will occur over northern Spain and western France early this week and Italy into the Eastern
Adriatic Sea Nations and portions of Serbia throughout the week.
AUSTRALIA: Rain will return to Victoria and New South Wales and surrounding areas of southern Queensland this week. The moisture will bolster soil moisture conditions and summer crop production potentials. Rain
will be confined to northeastern New South Wales and surrounding locations early this week and return to Victoria and western New South Wales late this week into the weekend
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